
                                                                                    

Lesson 2 Progressions

Class Structure:      10m Warm-up / 10m Conditioning / 30m Skill Building / 5m Review / 5m Stretch
Conditioning Notes:

Pulling Taffy

Strength Focus:  Building grip strength.  Gradually intrduces the hands maintaining the body's weight as as the weight is shifted off 

center from the feet.  Introduce wrist wraps to assist those that struggle to maintain their grip throughout the exercise. 

Shoulder Shrugs

Strength Focus:  Feeling scapula movement and proper shoulder position while hanging from long arms.  Students should keep 

toes on the ground in a seated position during this exercise.  Movement should be small with no flexion in the elbow.  *Note: Do NOT cue 

shoulders down and back!*

Long Arm Lifted Hang

Strength Focus:  Coordinating grip, shoulder, and abdominal engagement.  After completing shrugs, find the appropriate shoulder 

engagement.  Do leg marching and prancing as a progression to a full hang.

Rows

Strength Focus:  Building strength while transitioning from bent to long arm positions.  Wrap the hands from kneeling to make it 

easier, wrap from sitting to provide a better challenge.

Climbs & Descents

Basic Climb

Learning Focus:  Getting to standing and maintaining grip as the legs release.  After getting to a standing position, do holds with the 

feet released or knee tucks to help condition for the second climb.  Many will need a lot of time before this climb is successful.

Russian Climb

Learning Focus:  Getting to standing and maintaining grip as the legs release.  After getting to a standing position, do holds with the 

feet released or knee tucks to help condition for the second climb.  Be sure to wrap in the leg in a basic wrap in order to descend.

Wrist Locks

Wrist Lock Wrap

Learning Focus:  Remembering all the steps to wrap wrist locks.  The wraps need to be even heights on both wrists at or below the 

shoulders.  Once wrapped, have student practice bent arm hanging to supplement the long arm hangs done in conditioning.  Have the 

wrap entry and exit repeated multiple times to help with student retention.

Inverting:  Reverse Entry/Skin the Cat

Learning Focus:  Appropriately moving into the skin the cat position with enough stability to stand on one leg.  Once in the 

correct position with the head pointing at the floor students can work on hopping up into a ball position.  

Inverting:  Ball Tuck

Learning Focus:  Dropping the shoulders and lifting the hips simultaneously.  This is a harder entry for many people and will not be 

achievable during this class.  The core must be strong enough to hold a ball position while the arms extend back into an invert.  Do NOT 

allow students to run into their inversion.  When exiting, encourage students to return to a bent arm position as they exit.

Ball to Pike

Learning Focus:  Maintaining balance while moving from knee flexion to knee extension.  Once inverted in a ball, extend the legs 

and let the hips shift to back to accommodate a slightly larger shape.

Pike to Pencil

Learning Focus:  Maintaining balance while moving from hip flexion to hip extension.  Once in a comfortable pike position press the 

hips forward and reach the feet to the ceiling.  This transition takes a lot of core stability and may require more active spotting! Ensure 

glutes are engaged in the pencil to activate the posterior chain.

Pencil to Split/Stag

Learning Focus:  Maintaining balance while opening the legs into a split position.  Many people do not engage enough on the back 

leg in the split making them tip forward.  Bend at the knees for a stag position to make stability a little easier.  This will show a students 

*active* split range as opposed to passive split stretches on the floor.

Single Foot Lock Sequence

Single American/Classic Lock

Learning Focus:  Tying with feet from a seated position on the floor.  Try tails together, then separate.  For the separate attempt, 

have them stand up and tie the second footlock with the hand to start getting familiar with the process for double footlocks.  

Ball Lean

Learning Focus:  Using the hip crease as a fulcrum to tip to the side.  Sitting in a single foot lock with the pole in between the legs, 

the student should be able to lean to either side with bent knees into a ball position.  Wrapping the arms around the knees to hang hands 

free!

Sitting Hip Lean

Learning Focus:  Using the hip crease as a fulcrum to tip to the side.  Foot lock leg needs to stay actively bent and the hip cannot 

open!  The student needs to keep the knee actively trying to point towards the ground.  The fabric should not migrate down the thigh.  If the 

fabric does not stay in the hip crease the skill will not stay stable.  Extend the free leg and one arm to really make the most of this pose.

Standing Hip Lean

Learning Focus:  Using the hip crease as a fulcrum to tip to the side.  Free leg needs to stay actively bent and the hip cannot open!  

The student needs to keep the knee actively trying to point towards the ground.  The fabric should not migrate down the thigh.  If the fabric 

does not stay in the hip crease the skill will not stay stable.
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